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Climate change: Paris Agreement in the Dustbin

The announcement of the US president Donald Trump to withdraw from the Paris climate
Agreement shocked many. But, for those who are closely following the developments and know the
labour and natural resources exploitative nature of capitalist system of production, it is an expected
outcome.

Trump’s climate policy was drafted Thomas Pyle, the head of Koch financed American Energy
alliance and leader of the Trump’s transitional team for Department of energy. Koch industries are
an oil behemoth. The policy was leaked in December 2016. It made clear that the should come out
of the Paris Agreement, denounce the Clean Power Policy of Obama and make sure the construction
of pipe lines.

The head of US imperialism at the time of Paris Agreement called it as a “turning point” and
claimed, “together we have shown what’s possible when the world stands as one”. His successor
trump now called it as unfair and went to the extent of calling the climate change bullshit.

The 31-page document of Paris agreement sets non-binding targets for emission of green house
gases by each country, which in many cases do not even represent a reduction in projected future
emissions. This agreement will have to be ratified by the signatory countries for it to come into
effect. It comes into force after at least 55 countries accounting for 55 per cent of total green house
gas emissions ratified it. So the fate of the Paris agreement depends upon the ratification by the
imperialist countries. Now their leader refused to do so as was done regarding many such international
agreements in the past. The Kyoto Protocol had set binding Green house gas emissions for the US
and other imperialist countries. The US refused to ratify it. The ruling elite of the US imperialism
supported the Paris Agreement precisely because of its voluntary and non-binding nature.
    During the last 150 years of industrialisation, the US imperialism alone is the major polluter with
28.8 per cent of total emissions. The Europe stands second. The imperialist countries are avoiding
their historical responsibility of undoing the damage they had inflicted on the climate. They have
offered negligible cuts in their gas emissions, while mandating targets to the Third world countries
in the Paris agreement.
     With neoliberal ideology and globalisation promoted during the last 3 decades, the life sustaining
components of nature – rivers, mountains, forests and land – are increasing ly being turned into
commodities to facilitate the plundering by the MNCs. This is destroying not only the livelihoods
of hundreds of millions of people but also causing devastation to the nature thus deteriorating the
climate. This is the logic of capitalist system which moves ahead with the sole motive of profit
making.
       Karl Marx explained more than century and a half how capitalist production alienates man
from nature and breaks the existing equilibrium with the unprecedented plundering of resources.
He argued that a sustainable solution to the global environmental crisis requires the establishment
of “associated producers” under collective ownership of natural resources and means of produ-
ction that is socialist society.
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